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find out definition meaning merriam webster

May 25 2024

the meaning of find out is to learn by study observation or search discover how to use find out in a sentence

learn english vocabulary find vs find out happy english

Apr 24 2024

find out means discover some information you can find out something about someone some place etc you usually find out
something by doing research or from someone else we use find out something the the usual grammar is find out noun phrase and
find out subject verb

find out synonyms 73 similar and opposite words merriam

Mar 23 2024

synonyms for find out realize discover see learn hear find get on to get wind of antonyms of find out miss ignore overlook
disregard forget cover hide conceal
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find out definition meaning dictionary com

Feb 22 2024

find out definition to gain knowledge of something learn see examples of find out used in a sentence

find something out cambridge english dictionary

Jan 21 2024

to obtain knowledge of something or to obtain knowledge of someone s activities esp dishonest ones how did you find out about the
party i just found out that he was cheating on the test he wondered whether his boss was involved but he saw no way of finding
that out

28 synonyms antonyms for find out thesaurus com

Dec 20 2023

find 28 different ways to say find out along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

find out phrasal verb definition pictures pronunciation

Nov 19 2023
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phrasal verb find out about something somebody find out something about something somebody to get some information about
something somebody by asking reading etc she d been seeing the boy for a while but didn t want her parents to find out i haven t
found anything out about him yet

find out definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Oct 18 2023

if you find something out you learn something that you did not already know especially by making a deliberate effort to do so it
makes you want to watch the next episode to find out what s going to happen verb particle wh i was relieved to find out that my
problems were due to a genuine disorder

find out 87 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english

Sep 17 2023

find out verb these are words and phrases related to find out click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page

the difference between words find out and know english

Aug 16 2023

in english we often have a separate word or expression to talk about the beginning of a situation for example first we put on our
clothes and then we wear them first we get a cold and then we have the cold another example of this is find out and know
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meaning find vs find out english language usage stack

Jul 15 2023

i know find is commonly used with something and find out with information however i did see this sentence before i found that
like i found that it costs more than i thought

the difference between words find and find out english

Jun 14 2023

i think the easiest way to think about the difference between these two is to realize that we use find when talking about
discovering something that is tangible or physical such as a person or an object however we use find out when talking about
discovering or learning some kind of information here are some examples to help you

find out meaning of find out in longman dictionary of

May 13 2023

find out meaning definition what is find out to get information after trying to disc learn more
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discover vs find out what s the difference speak english

Apr 12 2023

discover vs find out different contexts similar meanings while discover and find out share the common goal of uncovering
information their usage depends on the context and the nature of the information being revealed

examples of find out in a sentence merriam webster

Mar 11 2023

find out in a sentence head here to find out what that means for the end of tigers games

what is the difference between find out and discover

Feb 10 2023

find out implies what you were looking for is already known or exists discover implies finding something new you can find out
about things that have been already discovered once you discover something you can find out more about it through research

find out definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Jan 09 2023
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find out learn or determine with certainty usually by making an inquiry or other effort find out if he speaks russian synonyms
ascertain check determine learn see watch ascertain assure check control ensure insure see see to it be careful or certain to do
something make certain of something ascertain determine find

what does the acronym fafo mean the slang term explained

Dec 08 2022

in the simplest terms fafo stands for the phrase f around and find out meaning that the consequences of an action are finally
resolving itself when a person f s around meaning does an action that will likely have consequences attached the finding out part is
when they finally face the consequences of those actions

find out wordreference com dictionary of english

Nov 07 2022

to discover expose or confirm out object the detective couldn t find out anything about that suspect object out to uncover and
expose the true nature of someone you will be found out if you lie

what s the deal with the phrase fuck around and find out

Oct 06 2022

f k around and find out is a type of warning for example someone who f ks around and finds out is a bully who kept going and
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